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How to Gift an Earth Pipe

Orgone Earth Pipe

Earth pipes are meant to be gifted underground. Bury the EP directly straight downward (perpendicular 
to the ground), with the tape side on top. EPs should be completely buried at least 2-3 inches below the 
surface of the ground. Depending on the location, use a hammer or small shovel to bury. In softer soil, a 
hammer will generally suffice. If you’re looking to make the pipe appear camouflaged in the ground, use 
a small shovel or spade to lift a patch of soil/grass, then bury the pipe 2-3 inches below the ground and 
place the patch of soil/grass over the planted pipe. In some cases when gifting EPs, it helps to pour some 
water over the patch to seal the soil and fuse the piece back to the ground so the grass may continue to 
grow as before, while appearing undisturbed.

For questions about these or any of my devices, please contact me at mitch@theorgonedonor.com.
 
Happy Gifting!
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